Night and the City Bfi Film Classics

Mark Kermode 50 films every film fan should watch BFI - Artist Clio Barnard’s moving film about the late Bradford playwright Andrea Dunbar. Rita Sue and Bob Too is no ordinary documentary mixing interviews with Dunbar’s family and friends seen lip synched by actors from her plays performed on the estate where she lived and tv footage of her in the 1980s. The film makes intriguing inventive play with fact fiction and reminiscence, Night of the Living Dead Wikipedia - Night of the Living Dead is a 1968 American independent horror film written, directed, photographed, and edited by George A. Romero. Co-written by John Russo and starring Duane Jones and Judith O’Dea, the story follows seven people who are trapped in a rural farmhouse in western Pennsylvania which is besieged by a large and growing group of living dead monsters, BFI Screenonline British Film in the 1950s - Until recently the fifties have been commonly seen as the doldrums era of British cinema during the decade the two major cinema chains had embarked on a programme of cinema closures. The organisation closed 79 of its cinemas in 1956 and associated British Picture Corporation closed 65. A, Film Noir and Neo Noir Blu Ray and DVD Releases - Odds Against Tomorrow 1959 Olive Films Blu Ray Robert Wise approaches a classic film noir premise a team of volatile criminals on a heist that goes fatally awry with a modern style and a story that hinges on the poison of hate, anger, and racism, BFI Screenonline TV in the 1950s - TV takes off with a little help from the coronation television’s growing popularity in all sections of society as the 1950s began was reflected by noticeable changes in the social habits of viewers and by the medium’s influence on people in general, The Essential Film Noir on Blu Ray DVD Resource - For almost a decade, Gregory and I have maintained updated and altered the dvdbeaver complete list of generically labeled film noir titles now located here over time we watched and reviewed hundreds read many books on the dark cinema and had group email discussions with our friend and noir aficionado Irisa plus many others that we consider experts who we’ve encountered over the years, London LGBTQ Events Community and Pride - An LGBTQ friendly guide to things to do in London what you’ll learn about LGBTQ history on a queer tour of the west end, Go London Evening Standard - Things to do in London from restaurants and theatre to nightlife pubs, bars, attractions and events all the latest from Go London.